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Abstract 

For decades, thc roofing industry has d i e d  on crudc prying shovcls to rcmovc old shingles. 

This task is labor and time intensive, and typicalIy accounts for approximately half of the time 

needed to re-shingle a roof. The current shingle removing process involves other limitations. 

Safety is a major issue when prying is done manually at significant heights. Furthermore, shingle 

fragments are typically heavy enough to damage the propekiy tarpsd, landscaping, and 

bystanders. 

This project's goal i s  to design and create a machine that will automate the shingle removing 

process. Thc machine consists of 2 major technical elements; a motor-powered grinding wheel, and 

a pneumatic-powered lifting spade. With its ability to decrease time and labor, create a safer work 

environment, and break down shingles to a less dangerous and more easily recyclable size, the 

development of our machine will be an invaluable tool for the roofing industry. 
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A* P ~ o b l m  

Roofing is a major industry throughout the world It employs thousands of people such as 

general mdmtors, and the many who are specifically roofers by trade. State law mstmdates the 

number of Iayers of shingles that can be on a roof at one time. In mwt states the maximum dowed 

number of layers is two. Iftwo layers already exist on a roof and the roof needs replacement, the 

existing Iayers must be moved. It is this specific task that our project addresses. Current methods 

used by professional, lifetime rooks involve taking a simple roof- shovel (pictured below'), 

jamming it & the shingles and prying up. This prwess is slow, tedious, and extremely labor- 

intensive. It usually takes at least as long to remove ex- shingles as it does to put new on= on. 

Therefore, half the time and cost ofa job doesn't even go into fixing the mf. In addition to 

actually removing the shingles, cl-g up after all the shingles are off the roof is also a laborious, 

back-breaking task. 

Usually taps are tacked to the edge of the mf so that when the pieces of ripped f'all 

to the ground they don't mark up the side of the house. However, the 

pieces of ripped shingle are very jagged and tend to rip holes, taring 

up tarps, and rendering them ineffective. The falling shingles can also 



seriously damage foundation planting. Once the pieces of shingle are on the ground they must be 

picked up by hand, put into some kind of container, typically a trash can, and carried to a dumpster. 

This is a tiresome and monotonous task to say the least. Therefore, we hope to also include in our 

machine a way to dispose of the shingles, or at least lessen this task. We conducted research in 

attempts to discover any currently available machines capable and designed for shingle removal. 

No positive match was found. Several people in the roofing industry told us such a machine doesn't 

exist. Therefore, having established the problem, we proposed to construct a machine that removes 

and disposes existing shingles quickly and neatly. 

The basic design of our machine is based in part on the existing ripping shovel concept. We 

plan to make a plate with jagged edges in front and hinged in the back that will be connected to a 

pneumatic piston mechanism that will lift the front end up, thereby ripping up the shingles. We 

hope to adapt the pneumatic piston device from an existing nail gun, which is a common roofing 

tool. Once the shingles are lifted from the roof we wish to design a way of grinding them into 

pieces roughly an inch square. These pieces would then be small enough to be swept down a tarp or 

c 4 
off the edge of the roof a do very little or no damage in the process. Thus, the greater part of our 

b 

project includes two parts. 1) a pneumatic powered piston-driven plate that rips up shingles 2) an 

electric powered device that grinds the shingles into small pieces. 

B. Current state-of-the-art 

Our primary encouragement for the need of our removal machine has come from many 

discussions with different roofing professionals. These discussions, more than anything else, give 

us insisht into the roofing industry. 

Peter hlcKenna- August 1997- Upon personally pleading with Mr. McKenna to rent something to 

aid in tearing off a roof at a job, he informed Tim that in his 25 years in construction and roofing he - 



has never seen or heard of any such machine. His last comment was "You're the engineer, you 

build one". 

We have kept in touch with Mr. McKenna and he repeated his claim that there is no such machine 

available as recent as early September 2000. 

Michael Dunleavy- Mr. Dunleavy has been regularly consulted over the past year in regards to his 

awareness of any shingle removing machine. In addition to expressing his own ignorance, he has 

personally talked to several of his industry contacts to see if any of them are aware of the existence 

of such a machine. These contacts include roofers, contractors, rental salesmen, and roofing 

product distributors. Not one had heard of such a device. 

Walt Johnson- Mr. Johnson is the owner of S&K Roofing and Asphalt Shingle Recycling Inc. in 

Mount Airy, Maryland. We have contacted and visited S&K in regards to the recycling of asphalt 

shingles, receiving a wealth of information and a guided tour of the facility. 

W.W. Grainger 1nc.- We were advised by Mr. Dunleavy to check both the Grainger Inc. catalog 

and website (www.grainger.com ) saying, "If it's not in Grainger, it's not available". After 

extensive and thorough searching of these resources, we concluded our shingle removing machine 

does not exist 

U.S. Patent Office Website- (http://www.uspto.gov) We conducted extensive research into the 

U.S. Patent Office patent archives in search of machines that have been patented but are simply not 

mass produced (and therefore probably not marketable devices). We found a few patented 

machines designed to remove existing shingles, one of which used pneumatic compression to 

operate an upward plate motion similar to our idea. In fact, the idea of using pneumatic 

compression in a shingle removing device was patented by the designer of this device. 



Recycler's World- (http://www.recycle.net) We conducted research at the Recycler's World 

website to see if shingle recycling actually existed thereby making grinding the shingles in our 

machine advantageous. We contacted the people at Recycler's World by email to specifically 

inquire if such technology existed. Mr. Jo-Walter Spear Sr. replied to our questions saying, 

"Recycling of roofing shingle is a tried and proven technology". He told us recycled shingles are 

used in the manufacturing of bituminous cement, shingle manufacturing, and secondary fuels. 

B. Solution 

Our solution is a machine which uses the piston system of a nail gun to remove shingles. 

We feel that we've broken some ground in the area of alternatives to rigorous physical labor. As 

stated earlier, the labor that must be hired to do any ordinary roofing job is quite extensive and 

costly. Furthermore, having workers on roofs using shovels is dangerous. If our idea were to gain 

major success, it would forever changeHhow roofing labor is managed. Roofing would become 

I more technical and operational. It would also be a safer field of work. 

Early on we developed 5 major objectives, which are as follows: 

1. to automate the prying up of shingles. 

2. to grind shingles into 1-2 inch fragments. 

3. to discard shingles. 

4. portable (weigh 50 lbs. or less). 

5. compatible with available resources (electricity, air compresser, etc.). 

There are a few specific challenges of our design that will need to be addressed. Firstly, 

we'll need to be sure we can sufficiently pry up two layers of shingles and nails using the pneumatic 

piston. Another challenge is exactly how the shingles will be ground, and how to keep them in 

place while the grinding process occurs. Keeping the entire design at a low weight will be vital. 



11. Results of the Design Process 

Our design uses a pneumatically driven spade constructed of a single piece of metal bent at 

the midpoint to 1 3S0. Thig bend as a fulcrum. At the leading edge of the spade are evenly 
* 

spaced triangle grooves, each 1 inch deep. The "points" of these 

triangles arc cut off to prevent the spade from splintering 

underlying plywood. At the opposite end of the spade is a mounted 

mil gun The dl gun's pneumatically powered piston is in direct 

contact with upper region of the spade. The ' 

piston drives the back portion of the spade down, thus liffing the front edge, 

I prying up old shingles. 

The mil gun piston has a 2 Y~inch stroke and a 1 %--inch bore, which 

constitutes s piston head area of 1.767 i d .  Given this area and a C 
compression of 90 psi, the calculated exerted force is 159 lbf. This force .I 
exceeds the estimated required force to pry shingles, between 60 and 90 

lbf. However, the use of a nail gun is not the ideal pneumatic actuator. 

Given an extended budget, we would like to implement a more suitable 

piston for our application. After researching commercially available pneumatic actuators, we chose 

a Norgren EA Series pneumatic cylinder (JX2235Al-SR-2Ys3) (see appendix). This cylinder has 

a, 3-inch stroke and a 2 'A-inch bore, which yields 491 lbf at 100 psi (737 lbf at I50 psi). Its other 

specifications include a thmded 518-inch piston rod, and a detachable cap clevis mow@. 

A 112 hp electric motor powers a spike laden cylinder that rotates away from the machine, 

I expelling small shingle pieces away from the machine, like a mow 

blower. On either side of the spade are metal rails, which guide the 

pried shingles up into the g r d h g  mechanism, In case shingles are 



small enough to fit between the mils, a plastic piece, hinged just before the ginder tteth, completes 

the trrmp for the shingles traveling towards the grinder. These rails dso have catch bars to keep the 

shingles from being ejected out by the rotating grbchg rnechmism. Both the metal rails and the 

catch bars are part of the side panels of the machine. The grinder has a guard over .the top, to 

protect the operator of the machine from being hit by ejected pieces of shingle. Two wheels at the 

bottom of the design make the entire machine more mobile. 

The motor used to power the grinding cylinder is a ?4 horsepower AC motor which runs at 

1725 rpm. This velocity is signifiwtly reduced after being geared down twice using different 

sized pulleys and belts. These pulleys are mounted to the fi.ame of the machine using shafb and 

appropriate bearings. 



111. Implementation 

A, Consltmactfon 

Weight consideration was a high priority during the construction process. We wanted the 

machine to weigh as little as possible, holding a goal to keep it under 50 lbs. This consideration 

affected mostly all of our decisions in construction. The grinding wheel is made of a hollow 3-inch 

diameter steel cylinder with protruding 1 % X 1/2 inch bolts. Angle iron is used to construct the 

basic fixmework of the machine body, including the prying spade. The front edge of the spade is 

currently made of 4130 steel, a temporary solution for our testing and presentation prototype, We 

understand that if the model were to be mass produced, a stronger? lighter material, such as the steel 

used in conventional shovels, would be necessary for this particular part. At the opposite end of the 

spade is a reinforced, layere8 cross plate that will endure the repeating impact of the pneumatic 

piston, Two 10 gauge steel side p e l s  form ?he sides of the machine. This desip was beaeficial 

because there were many holes that needed to be drilled in order to fasten the internal parts into a 

collective whole. The motor and mil gun are mounted to the frame by two crossing bars made of 

angle iron with the ends folded up and holes 
I 

drilled in the end portion. A large portion of the 

machine is welded together, although other parts 

are bolted as to make them accessible and/or 

removable for replacement or repolir. The steel was mostly machined using a standard drill press, 

band saw, and horizontal band saw. 

B.  Operation 

The automated shingle remover was designed to be operated by 

the average adult. The operator stands behind the machine, similar to 



operating a lawnmower. The operator should always work from the peak of the roof down, as to 

not fall backward at great heights. The shingle remover as well as the individual should be 

harnessed safcly, to prcvcnt falling offthe roof. The grinder runs constantly when tumcd on, and 

can be turned offby a switch at the operators left handle. On the right handle is a bicycle handbrake 

which trrggers the pneumatic piston. The operator pushes the machine underneath the layered 

shingles from thc back, prying them up into the grinding wheel. At this point, the shingles are 

ground into small bits and discarded. A plastic guard covers the grinding wheel to protect the 

operator from flying sharp fragments. 



IV. Schedule 

Gantt Chart 

First Draft EDR due 

Final Copy EDR due 

WINTER BREAK - 
Testing Period 

J 

Remodification Period 
- - -  

SPRING BREAK I 
Plan Presentation I 

' Presentation 

-------- 
Log Books due 

Fhal Design Report due 

KEY: h.oposec - L 



IV. Budget 

Estimated Budget: 

raw materials (metals and plastic) 
pneumatic parts (connectors, valves, etc.) 
motor 
nail gun 

TOTAL 

Actual Budget: 

raw materials (metals and plastic) 
pneumatic parts (connectors, valves, etc.) 
motor 
pulleysibelts (2/2) 
bearings (4) 
wheels (2) 
nail gun 

$150 
$50 
$100 
$0 (donated) 

TOTAL 



V/. Conclusions 

We feel that our idea to implement a pneumatic powered actuator combined with a spade to pry 

shingles was a successful one. In testing (see appendix), we were able to remove shingles from a 

test board with little trouble using our machine. 

Secondly, we conclude that the nail gun ought to be replaced with a different piston. After our 

research, we have decided on such a replacement, which we discussed earlier. 

Thirdly, although motorized grinding is a promising initial concept, this is the area that could 

potentially use the most modification. As is, our design does not successfully grind shingles into 

the small fragments as we'd projected it would. 

Lastly, the weight of our design is slightly impractical for its intended use. Our goal was to build 

a machine weighing less than 50 lbs. Our final product weighs approximately 65 Ibs. However, 

given the opportunity to select parts more carefully and eliminate unnecessary material, we believe 

a sub-50 lb machine is within our grasp. 

In conclusion, we feel that we have progressed in terms of solving the shingle removing problem. 

However, we recognize that further work could certainly be done to take our ideas further toward 

the ultimate goal. 



1 Recommendations for Future Work 

Two additional elements to the entire advanced shingle removing system are a conveyor belt and a 

catch fence. The catch fence would collect all of the nails and shingle fragments and keep them 

from falling off the roof, eliminating potential damage to landscape or injury. The conveyor belt 

would transport this debris to a more safe disposal. 

We suggest that the current spade be replaced by one made of a lighter material. Currently, the 

spade is made of 41 30 steel. Initially, we debated over what material to use for this important part, 

considering a heat treated metal or tool steel. Either of these two choices would most likely be 

more effective than our current part, and would most likely be much lighter. 

As mentioned already, we suggest a replacement of the nail gun with an lighter, more ideal 

pneumatic piston. 

For added safety, we also had the idea to incorporate a safety lever on the handle of the machine. 

This safety lever would need to be held down in order for the motor to run and for the piston to be 

actuated. In addition, releasing this lever would lock the wheels, preventing the machine from 

rolling on the slanted roofs. 

In order to improve the existing condition of the pulley and belt system, we propose its 

replacement with either a gearbox or a system comprised of chains and sprockets. This would 

prohibit the slippage of the belts on the pulleys, which was partly responsible for the negative 

results of the grinder's performance. 

Lastly, much can be done to reduce the overall weight of the machine. Weight constraints have 

been an important issue throughout the project, and can be reduced further by eliminating weight in 

several areas. 
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Test Data and Resulb: 

Torque test results: 

Torque = (LMF) = (1 -83 fQ(23.5 lbs)=(43.08R lb) 

By testing our machine on the test board, we found that it could affectively pry up shingles 

by use of the pneumatic piston and spade combination. 

The machine weighs approxinately 65 Ibs and is mpatible with available electricity and 

c o m p r c d  air resources. 



After testing, we conclude that our present design could not affectively grind shingles into 1- 

2 inch fragments, and consequently could also not discard the fragments. 
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@ NORQREN Series A & En, NFPA Aluminum Air Cylinders (ollh" to 8") 

Cylinder with 22 (MP2) Detachable Cap Clevis 

NFPA (MP2) 22 Detachable Cap Clevis Mount 
for 1-112" to 8'' bore sizes. 

- 

Series A Cylinders rated to 250 PSI air, 
400 PSI hydraulic (non-shock). 

Series EA Cylinders rated to 250 PSI air only. 

Designed for non-lube service. 

Switches available on all bore sizes. 
(See pages 62 & 63 for ordering information.) 

-- 

Series A lnder 

Cylinder Order Information 

I 
Add~uonal Opt~ons - order alphabetically- More on page 67. 
HR Case hardened (45 Rc) 
L(- -) Pan Locatlon posllon 

(specityposition 1 thm 4 tor head andlor cap) 
MS Metal Rod Scraper 
N(--) - C u s t ~ o ~ l u s t  Screw Locat~on position 2 standard NW&&! 

Qp)>pec?-pasflion I thru 4 for head andlor cap 
P U '  &SEda.IPan3zes: [spxlfy pod rug lor P(-H:head 

on:r,_P_(-C)_c_ap only, or PC) botC head 8 cap] 
PS Magne?rc_P~ston 
RS Rod S'l~d 
1 

Tqat?.5/~T 8 1'8Rod) 
RX R@densions (specrfy length of additronal rod eanslon) 
SE Singie-&tmg Spr~ng Enend (Cap Endl-See pass 67 
SR Single Actlng Sprung Retract (Rod End)-See page 67 
$$ 303 Sta:n!ess Ste_eUard_Chrome Plated) 
Sf (-C) S t o p ~ ~ b e ( C ~ ~ ~ u ~ t b & m l h )  
ST(-R) S t ~ p ~ u b e j R c ~ C n d l l S p c c i ~ _ s ~ u ~ ~ w t b )  
T Sp$~!Hod-:t?~ads (spec~fg rod Ih!ead) 
TX Tb~ead Exrs~sions pp~crr jJ&g!~!~read sKtens10n) 
V V r t cm~  S ~ a l s  

'11M: T. 2 r K  bore cylinders have31n' NPT Standard, Ih' Nm oversize. 
311.1': 4". S bore cylinders have lh' NPT Standard. 314' NPT oversize. 
Th~s will add 118' to the overall cylinder length. 

I I '  

'Standard with €A 

I Cushion in Cap 

Pidon Rcd Threads Typs 
1 I Small Male (Sol~d) 
2 1 lnlerrnediatefhread Male (Solid) 

Plain Rod End 

Porl and Cushion Adluslment 
Posilions (As vlewed from rod end: 
Port standard positlon I ,  Cushion 
Adjustment standard poslt~on 2.) 
NOTE: A Port and a Cushion Adiustment 
cannot be in the same position. 

See page 68 for complete instructions on how to order cylinders. 

44 0- Brookville, OH USA Phme 937-833-4033 Fax 937-833-4205 1 0197 



Series A & EA, NFPA Aluminum Air Cylinder with 22 (MP2) Detachable Cap Clevis 
All Dimensions in Inches (mm) 

Y P + Stroke 

0B Bushing --;\ 

EE NPT (2) 1, 

I XD + Stroke 1 
Standard & 

4 

Optional Rod Ends 

Supplied with 
Standard Pin 
(See page 57) 

Across 
Flats 

Type 1 Solid Type 1 Studded Type 2 Studded Type 2 Solid Type 3 Female 
(Standard Male) (Studded Male Optional) (Intermediate Thread (Intermediate Thread (Optional) 

Male Optional) Male Optional) 

Type 6 Solid 
(Full Thread 

Male Optional) 

1 Dimension 1 l l b "  Bore (38.10) 2" Bore (Yl.80) 2'12" Bore (63.50) 11/4" Bore (82.55) 4" Bore (10160) 1 5" Bore (127.00) 1 6" Bore (l52.40) 1 7" Bore (177.80) 8" Bore (203.20) 1 

10197 @ NOROREN Brookville, OH USA Phone 937-833-4033 Fax 937-833-4205 45 



Series A & EA, NFPA Aluminum Air Cylinders, Optional Features & Custom Cylinders 
All Dimensions in Inches (mm) 

Adjustable Stroke 
Provides variable reduction of the retract stroke 
and serves as a positive stop for the cylinder 
piston. Cons~sts of a threaded stud located in 
the cap end of the cylinder. Milled wrench flats 
on the end of the adjustment stud allow for 
simple yet precise positioning to accommodate 
varying retract stroke requirements. 
TO ORDER: Enter option code AO. 
Specily adjustable stroke length. 

~djustment Length (L) 1 

Adjustable Stroke with Piston 
Provides variable reductron of the retract stroke 
and serves as a positive stop for the cylinder 
piston. Consists of an adjustable stop piston 
attached to a threaded stud located in the cap 
end of the cylinder Milled wrench flats on the 
end of the adjustment stud allow for simple 
yet precise positioning of the stop piston to 
accommodate varying retract stroke requirements. 
TO ORDER: Enter option code A A O .  Specify adjustable stroke length. 

Maximum Adjustable Stroke Length 

1llF(38.10) 2" ~ 2 1 h " ( 6 3 . 5 0 ) 3 l l r w ( 8 ~ 4 "  ( 1 0 1 . 6 0 ) x -  

Metallic Rod Scraper 
Aggress~vely scrapes the exposed portion of 
the piston rod free of weld spatter, paint spray, 
abrasive powders or many other foreign 
materials that could damage the rod seal. 
TO ORDER: Enter option code MS. 

Kmin. 
A(Lmax.) 
An (L max.) 

Piston Rod Stud 
Reduces the chance for piston rod failure. 
The rod stud can be installed with different 
thread locker. TO ORDER, enter: 
Option code BL - removable adhesive - Option code RS - high strength thread 

locker adhesive. 
NOTE: Type 2 studded rod shown. 

Thread Locker ' Rod Stud Appllsd Here 
Durlna Assernblv 

1 (25.40) 
5 (127.00) 

10 (254.00) 

Pinned Piston to Rod 
Norgren will supply a full size piston rod to 
pistonjoint, in addition to pinn~ng the piston 
to the rod, for severe applications. If under 
nornal operating conditions, the pinned piston 
and rod become detached. Norgren will replace 
the piston and rod assembly free of charge. 
TO ORDER: Enter option code PN. 

Single Acting Spring Extend 
Available on Cap End of Cylinder for 1'12': 2': 
and 2'12'' bore sizes. 12" maximum stroke. 
NOTE: Standard spring extend cylinder 
has 12 Ibs. force pre-load. 30 Ibs, force 
compressed. For other spring forces, bore 
sizes or longer strokes, consult factory. 
TO ORDER: Enter opt~on code SC. 

1 (25.40) 
5 (127.00) 

10 (254.00) 

Additional Female Thread Depth 
Piston rod thread depth can 
be ordered over standard. 
TO ORDER: Enter opt~on code TFO 
and specify additional "A" depth. 

Noise Dampening Bumper 
Urethane Bumper is attached to cap andlor 
head of piston surface. NOTE: When a cushion 
is used in combination with a Urethane Bumper, 
that end will be supplied with standard length 
cushion for all stroke lengths. (Short head 
cushion sleeve and short cap cushion spear 
will not apply on the same side with a bumper.) 
TO ORDER: Enter option code UB = both ends, 

1.375 (34.93) 
8 (203.20) 

16 (406.40) 

UC =cap end or UH =head end. 

Cushion Adjust Screw 
Optional Locations 
Option code NC-) 
Specify opt~onal location. 
Example: N(4 2) cushion location 4 Head end, 
standard position 2 Cap end. 
When using option code N, head and cap 
locations must be specified 1, 2. 3, or 4. 

1.375 (34.93) 
8 (203.20) 

16 (406.40) 

Magnetic Piston 
(No Wear Ring) 
When positon sensing of the cylinder rod is 
required, a "magnetic p~ston" must be specified. 
A magnetic band IS placed at the center of the 
piston which creates a magnetic field to actuate 
Norgren's reed, solid state or hall eflect switch. 
NOTE: We cannot guarantee the operation of other 
manufacturers' switches. 
TO OROER: Enter option code PS. 

Single Acting Spring Retract 
Available on Rod End of Cylinder for 1'12': 2': 
and 2'12'' bore sizes, 12" maximum stroke. 
NOTE: Standard spring retract cylinder 
has 12 Ibs. force pre-load. 30 Ibs. force 
compressed. For other spring forces, bore 
sizes or longer strokes, consult factory. 
TO OROER: Enter option code SR. 

1.375 (34.93) 
8 (203.20) 

16 (406.40) 

Can Head 

Head 3 

1.625 (41.28) 
9 (228.60) 

18 (457.20) 

Cap 3 

I - L  
Depth 

1.625 (41.28) 
9 (228.60) 

18 (457.20) 

Additional Male Thread Length 
Piston rod thread extension can 
be ordered over standard. 
TO ORDER: Enter option code T X O  
and specify additional "A" length. 

Length 

- - 

5 8 @ ~ a c l ~ ~ r m  Brookvi l le ,  OH USA Phone 937-833-4033 Fax 937-833-4205 1 0197 

2 (50.80) 
12 (304.80) 
20 (508.00) 

2 (50.80) 
12 (304.80) 
20 (508.00) 



V-BELT DRIVE SPEED GUIDE 

TO DETERMINE DRIVEN SHEAVE SPEED: 

1. Read across the top of the table to the appropriate dr iver (motor) sheave pitch diameter column. 

2. Read down the co lumn on  the lef t  to  the appropriate dr iven sheave pi tch diameter. 

3. The figure where the driver (motor)  sheave co lumn and the  dr iven sheave l ine  intersect is the speed of the  driven sheave. 
Speeds shown are approximate and are affected by belt and sheave dimensional variations, wear, and belt tension. 

The dr iven sheave speed figures i n  th is table are based on a 1725 RPM driver (motor). 

For 3450 RPM motors, double the dr iven sheave speed figures (mul t ip ly  by 2). 

For 1140  RPM motors, reduce the dr iven sheave speed figures by 113 (mult ip ly by .666). 

4. The table also may be used to  determine required dr iven sheave pi tch diameter i f  motor speed, driver (motor) sheave p i tch  
diameter, and desired dr iven sheave speed are known. 

Driven 1 
Sheave 1 DRIVER (MOTOR) SHEAVE PITCH DIAMETER 
Pitch 

~iarneter!  1.5" 1.8'' 2.0" 2.3" 2.5" 2.8" 3.0" 3.2" 3.5" 3.7" 4.0" 4.2" 4.5" 4.7" 5.OP11 

To determine driven speeds for p i tch  diameters not shown use formula below: 

Driver [Motor ]  Sheave Pitch Dia. Driver , Speed 
Driven Speed = 

Driven Sheave Pitch Dia. 

Litho in U.S.A. 76/451 v 












